We care deeply about our customers' success and
are dedicated to providing the valuable services required
for your success and continuous improvement.

The world's leading companies choose DEPRO.

DEPRO is a highly specialized localization & data processing company and
a market leader well recognized for its incomparable services.
Our highest priority is to satisfy our customers
through our valuable services.

Frontrunner - By anticipating the changing needs and staying ahead of the times Expanding "agile (short-cycle)" software
development method, today fs information
technology market that attributes its success
to new product speedy launches?
There are the ever-changing needs and
potential risks which pose challenges of
responding promptly for us as localizers.
The transition model from waterfall procedure
to agile software development method
requires more workforce flexibility, readiness,
and expertise. Agile method can result project
team accelerating the time to market for new
products.
With more globalization, response to the
developmental regime with "sim ship"
engaging in worldwide product delivery is
also our new challenge.

Quick response, expertise and flexibility are being called for to tackle a flood of exciting
challenges for localizers. Depro, as an expert, embraces efforts in regard to demanding
tasks as its growth element and devotes itself wholeheartedly to support for agile
localization and the gsim ship h needs.
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Localization
Localization does not mean only translation any more. We are developing a database-based
translation support system while developing communication technologies with an eye to the
future. Every staff in our company is a specialist in his field and helps each other for every
project. We endeavor to improve our skill to keep up with drastically changing business needs.
Please let us know your requests.

TRANSLATION (mainly from English to Japanese)
Every client has its own needs and requirements.
We can support your localization projects at any
stage; from small text basis translation to
multilingual projects management. Depro provides
"one-stop-service", which means handling all
contents from software UI, message, firmware to
online help, documents, and all stages from
translation to compilation, as well as Linguistic QA.
Our service will bring total management to the
project and deliver consistent high-quality and cost
reduction. This is sure to please all our customers.
We are also responsible for managing and updating
all translation assets generated during the process
such as Glossaries, TM, and bilingual files.
Fields:
Test & Measurement, IT, Marketing, Bio, Business & Finance, Printer, Scanner, CAD, etc..

Source Clients:
Hewlett Packard Company, Agilent Technologies, Inc., Microsoft Corporation, Dell Inc., Adobe Systems
Incorporated, Bloomberg L.P., Dragerwerk AG & Co., Siemens AG, Toyokeizai Inc., Toho Technology Corp., etc..
Contents:
Software, Online Help, Manuals, Catalog, Press Release, Trainig materials, e-Learning, White Paper, Technical
materials, Multi-media Contents, etc..

Translation tools:
SDLTrados2007/2009 , Idiom Desktop Workbench, Catalyst, Translation workspace, Multilizer, etc..

TECHNICAL HELP (COMPILATION, CONVERSION) and Q&A
Translate single source and create different outputs (ex.Framemaker > PDF & CHM/Webhelp,
HTML(XHTML) > PDF & Webhelp) is current trend. We handled many such projects and know its
localization process through and through. After compilation, incorporate the helps into products and
check contents and operations.
Tools:
Compilation tool: Madcap, Webworks Publisher, Robo help Q&A tool: Xbench, Comparator, HTML QA,
DEPRO Q&A tools*, etc..
* Our skillful engineers create our own tools and customize them following each project basis.
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